Jennifer Kious, Durant High School, Hillsborough County

“(My) students are eager to discuss important issues facing teens in 2019, and they are
motivated to further research and then vocalize these matters to the greater community.
It has been incredibly rewarding to witness my journalism students develop passions for
various issues based on the news pieces they select in the Times. In fact, some
students have even used this process to overcome challenges in their personal lives by
reading similar experiences of others in the Times and then sharing their own stories
with the school and community.”
Jennifer was chosen as a 2019 Honorable Mention for using the newspaper in
innovative ways as part of her daily instruction in her English, ESOL and journalism
classes.
Jennifer’s student journalists spend the first ten minutes of each class period reading
the Tampa Bay Times. They then come together in a roundtable format to discuss
which headlines they feel should be covered for Durant’s student news website.
Students conduct additional research and rewrite the news stories for an audience of
teens ages 14-19 by the end of the quarter. Students are required to post at least five
fresh stories to the website each quarter. Jennifer notes that “This process has created
a sense of urgency in our student newsroom – students are eager to discuss important

issues facing teens in 2019, and they are motivated to further research and then
vocalize these matters to the greater community.”
Jennifer also uses the Times regularly in her ESOL and English 4 Honors classes. In
particular, she encourages her students to connect what they learn in class to the
outside world by having them use literary theories to better understand what other
people are going through.
Students read a news story from the Tampa Bay Times and then apply a literary theory
to each character in the story in order to understand and identify with others. Jennifer
credits this exercise with helping her students grow into deeper thinkers and be able to
commiserate with others despite differences in opinion.

